It was a Friday afternoon: January 27, 1967, to be precise. The United States and the Soviet Union were in the middle of the Cold War. As a part of this ideological standoff, these 2 superpowers were engaged in a heated space race—a race that the United States was losing. The Soviet Union had successfully launched the first artificial space satellite, Sputnik 1, in 1957, and had beaten us by putting the first man in space, the first man in orbit, the first woman in space, and enabling the first person to perform a space walk.

A visionary and bold response was articulated by President John F. Kennedy in 1961. Later, in 1962, he expanded his remarks: “This nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before the decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to the Earth” as well as the famous words “We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard…”

The United States had successfully completed Project Mercury, proving we could put a human into space, and Project Gemini, in which early American space pioneers (in a spacecraft just large enough to contain 2 people) demonstrated how to actually do the work of astronauts. Through trial, error, perseverance, and tachycardia, these men learned how to perform such tasks as working in space, navigating their spacecraft, and, of greatest complexity and importance, developing techniques to successfully rendezvous spacecraft with each other (mandatory for a successful moon landing), all with much less computing power than each of us now carry in our smartphones.

Apollo 1: Pressure to Succeed

It was in this context—during the Cold War, the space race, and immense pressure to get to the moon within the decade—that astronauts Virgil “Gus” Grissom, Edward White, and Roger Chaffee were working in their Apollo space capsule at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station Launch Complex 34. Grissom and White were veterans of space: the former having been involved in both Mercury and Gemini missions, and the latter having performed the first American spacewalk. Chaffee, the rookie, was a decorated naval aviator. On that day, these men were performing what was known as a “plugs out” simulation test to demonstrate whether the spacecraft would function properly using its internal power and life support systems. This was not considered to be a hazardous test.

The astronauts entered the space capsule at around 1 PM and worked in their cramped quarters for hours. There were problems, including strange odors and, of greater concern, significant trouble with the communication system. Grissom was noted for having said “How are we going to get to the moon if we can’t
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talk between 2 or 3 buildings?4 Their simulated countdown continued into the early evening.

At 6:31 PM, the fateful words “Fire! Fire in the cockpit!” were transmitted over the communications system. Seventeen seconds later, all 3 astronauts were dead. America’s space program came to an abrupt halt. The United States had lost its first casualties in the race for the moon. Catastrophe had occurred not during a complex mission thousands of miles from earth, but here on terra firma during a routine test.

Multiple investigations were launched, and the entire Apollo space program was frozen. There would not be another manned spaceflight until October 1968, some 21 months later. From a technical standpoint, the problems are now well known.4 The space capsule was routinely filled with pressurized 100% oxygen, the escape hatches opened in, and some wiring had lost insulation. A complete redesign of the spacecraft would be required, with hatches that opened outwards and with an atmosphere that was no longer pure oxygen, along with many other complex design changes. But in addition to a redesign of the spacecraft, a significant reassessment of the entire administrative culture at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) also would be required.

The Kranz Dictum

The single greatest lesson from Apollo 1 that endures for us today is a lesson of leadership. At the time, the flight director was Eugene Francis “Gene” Kranz. On the Monday following the fire and death of the astronauts, Kranz gathered up his team. One can only imagine the immense psychological and emotional weight and pressure he must have felt. On his watch, the United States had lost 3 of its finest members of the astronaut corps, and it had happened during a routine simulation session.

This could have easily been a statement of his resignation. Instead, however, Kranz found an opportunity to offer inspiration and leadership.

His speech articulated what became known as “The Kranz Dictum” 5:

Spaceflight will never tolerate carelessness, incapacity, and neglect. Somewhere, somehow, we screwed up. It could have been in design, build, or test. Whatever it was, we should have caught it. We were too gung ho about the schedule and we locked out all of the problems we saw each day in our work. Not one of us stood up and said, “Dammit, stop!” I don’t know what [the] committee will find as the cause, but I know what I find. We are the cause! We were not ready! We did not do our job!

From this day forward, Flight Control will be known by two words: “Tough” and “Competent.” Tough means we are forever accountable for what we do or what we fail to do. We will never again compromise our responsibilities. Every time we walk into Mission Control we will know what we stand for. Competent means we will never take anything for granted. We will never be found short in our knowledge and in our skills. Mission Control will be perfect. When you leave this meeting today you will go to your office, and the first thing you will do there is to write “Tough and Competent” on your blackboards. It will never be erased. Each day when you enter the room, these words will remind you of the price paid by Grissom, White, and Chafee. These words are the price of admission to the ranks of Mission Control.5,6

Kranz provided leadership during a dark, difficult time for America. He did not wither and become defeated by the challenges that faced him. Instead, he met these challenges head on. He became inspired and inspired others. He went on to become one of America’s great heroes, successfully leading the team on Apollo 11 that landed the first humans on the moon and providing inspirational leadership to the team that saved the crew during the Apollo 13 crisis—a situation that was a hair’s breadth away from becoming another fatal disaster.7

Parallels to Critical Care

For those of us working in intensive care, there is much to be gained by contemplating these events.
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First of all, when we find ourselves in a challenging situation—something guaranteed in health care and clearly even more commonplace in critical care—we must think back to the leadership demonstrated by Kranz. One could easily imagine him shying away from the daunting situation that faced him. We critical care professionals are entrusted with the lives of our patients in much the same way NASA was with the lives of the astronauts. When we are working with a family situation that may be challenging, we must remember that we have chosen to do these things because they are noble, because they are worthy, because they are hard. When we are working with our colleagues to implement new guidelines or protocols to enhance the care and outcomes of our patients, we must not expect it will be easy. It is better if we expect it to be challenging. When we encounter conflict—no matter what kind of conflict it is—we must stay focused. We must not get caught up in the conflict; we must seek to manage it. We must take the high road.

Our Search for Inspiration

The search for inspiration in critical care nursing and medicine is of paramount importance. It is the why. It is why we do what we do. It is why we get up each day. It is why people continue to pursue critical care as a profession. We work as a team to provide comfort, to save lives, to fight death, to win. As critical care practitioners, it is not necessary for us to search for meaning in our professional lives; we have more meaning in our lives in one day than many have in a lifetime. Our problem is not one of finding meaning, but of reminding ourselves—and each other—how important what we do on a daily basis really is.

In conclusion, as part of our commitment to this profession, we must continually remind ourselves to be “tough and competent”: tough on ourselves because our patients deserve it, and competent because it is our price of admission to being part of the intensive care team. To paraphrase President Kennedy, we do not do what we do because it is easy; we do what we do because it is meaningful, because it is important, and “because it is hard.” We should all take a moment to remember the profound message of inspiration, leadership, passion, and courage that arose from the ashes of the tragedy that was Apollo 1.
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Now that you’ve read the article, create or contribute to an online discussion on this topic. Visit www.ajcconline.org and click “Submit a response” in either the full-text or PDF view of the article.
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